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in The Caribbean The bird of paradise is ThaT 

sinGular planT wiTh a sCulpTural flower of 

fanTasTiC oranGe-yellows, pinKs, reds and violeTs. 

 in anguilla, it is also the name of a four-bedroom 

villa overlooking sandy beach. and the owners Jon 

brooks and Melody dill named it for the wildly-

plumed birds of paradise found in abundance in one 

of their favourite places, the island nation of papua 

new Guinea.

 as a respite from their constant travels and 

globetrotting, Jon and Melody chose anguilla.  They 

have been resident vacationers on the island since the 

early 1980s, deciding to build the villa after their son 

was born.

 designed by Guy Courtney and wilson associates, 

the “bird” demonstrates their combined expertise 

in premium resorts for the four seasons, armani, 

ritz Carlton (puerto rico), the atlantis resort in the 

bahamas, and a private-island resort in the seychelles.  

The design team translated that scale of magnificent 

opulence into intimate luxury on the edge of a cliff 

overlooking a crescent bay. 

 Completed in 2005, the villa is off the beaten 

track, just a stairway from one of anguilla’s gorgeous 

beaches. “we chose anguilla for both its fabulous 

beaches and its warm, friendly people,’’ Melody 

said. “it’s so easy to have a wonderful time, relaxing, 

swimming, diving, or delving into the delicious 

restaurants and plentiful bars along the beaches.” 

 The villa is a fashionable east-meets-west oasis in 

the Caribbean.  both owners are relentless travellers 

at last, anguilla
eXplorinG Couple Travels world 

buT finds respiTe in anGuilla, aT bird of paradise villa

wriTer  donna Chin lee    

phoToGraphers  

Conrad erb,

ChrisTian GoMeZ, 

MiChael wilson

and explorers. Melody described some of the places 

they experienced. “we were enthralled by the sepik 

river area of papua new Guinea, a place that takes 

three days to get to.  Jon and i agree—ethiopia and 

seeing the hamer, Konso and Mursi people was the 

most amazing experience. Tough travelling, primitive 

living / tenting conditions, but so worthwhile.” 
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 Their journey is evidenced in the indochine planters 

and furniture, and the asian-styled portico, which 

leads down onto a walkway flanked by a multitude 

of kowtowing bird of paradise blooms, dipping and 

swaying in the anguilla breeze.  

 it’s all in the details—down to the door pulls 

fashioned into bronze geckos and mahogany buddha 

princes.

 The entire villa, including each of the four master 

suites and attendant office/reading room, is filled with 

personal art and artifacts collected from indonesia, 

africa, and the south pacific, and the furnishings are 

pieces custom-designed from bali.  The italians…

they provide the beautifully combed bed linens and 

luxurious bulgari bath products for the shower and 

generously deep bathtubs.

 “each artifact is purchased by us, and all have 

special memories attached.  Many of the artifacts 

were purchased in small, town markets directly from 

the artisans, while others were found in remote 

villages, trading a T-shirt, or pen.”  

 Jon shook his head at the memories.  when forced 

to pick a favourite, he chose a six-foot-long carved 

crocodile table from papua new Guinea, which serves 

as a cocktail table on the main veranda.  Melody’s 

choice—discovered in the hands of a master carver 

on the banks of the sepik river in papua new 

Guinea—is an ebony mask that greets visitors at the 

Jon shooK his head 

aT The MeMories.  

when forCed To 

piCK a favouriTe, 

he Chose a siX-

fooT-lonG Carved 

CroCodile Table 

froM papua new 

Guinea

above  stone table custom-carved 

in bali for the owners

below  Carved crocodile table 

from papua new Guinea

Top riGhT  all doors open for panoramic 

views and indoor/outdoor living

riGhT  Gecko door stops from 

John erdos Gallery in singapore

far riGhT  Carved pair from bali
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exterior foyer at the villa’s entrance.  “it’s so clever,” 

she exclaimed. “The closer you look, there is a face in 

every direction.”

 Many of the small artifacts at the “bird’ have been 

framed with photographs of the people who used 

the pieces as part of their everyday life. The pictures 

depict, for example, a hamer woman wearing an iron 

phallic-designed necklace to show she is married, and 

a Mursi woman wearing a traditional four-inch clay 

lip plate. “That trek across ethiopia was a blessing,” 

Melody said, “to witness these quickly-disappearing 

cultures. Truly a blessing.”

 privacy and warmth pervade the entire villa.  The 

“wear” is bathing suits, sequinned tunics, soft 

sarongs, plush towels, and bare feet. anything else 

and you’re overdressed, “dahling.”

 what Melody and Jon got right is the Caribbean 

sky and anguilla’s beaches, descriptions of which 

have not been exaggerated. every space in the villa 

is connected to the outdoors, with an open-plan 

living-dining room footprint.  notably, Melody and 

Jon decided to lower the verandas by three feet, to 

provide living and dining views across the ocean to st 

barths and st Maarten.

 Couples can happily exist in perfectly quiet isolation, 

even if friends should decide to drop in, or linger 

overnight.  each guestroom is “stand alone,’’ with its 

own veranda and spectacular view of the ocean or either 

of the two pools that snake alongside the main pavilion.  

 The villa is thoughtfully appointed with all the patios 

sun splashed during the day, and still warm until 

sunset. even so, there’s an outdoor fireplace providing 

above  lagoon-style pool weaves 

among lush landscape. Mountains 

of st Martin in the background

Top riGhT  one of four master suites, 

has its own private plunge pool

riGhT  bridges cross pool from one 

of master suites to  living area

far riGhT  one of master suites 

has an attached office, which often 

is used as a fifth bedroom. 

Two-room suite is ideal for a nanny 

and three children

eaCh GuesTrooM is “sTand alone,’’ wiTh iTs own veranda and speCTaCular view 

of The oCean or eiTher of The Two pools ThaT snaKe alonGside The Main pavilion  
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a cosy, relaxing space, just outside the  swagged-out 

kitchen.  

 but the kitchen needs only be a rare sojourn. a 

sensational drive-through where one can taste the 

hand of Chef wiliam wilson, one of several chefs 

available to pamper and surprise a palate out of the 

everyday fare.  The “potato wrapped snapper” is 

the signature specialty of the house—fresh snapper 

artfully wrapped in lengths of thinly sliced potato, 

and flavoured with the chef’s blend of paprika, 

thyme, and cracked black pepper, with asparagus 

stems for “crisp.’’

 This place is an obvious choice for honeymooners 

and romantics. an event planner is on staff to 

organize bliss in anguilla, including days out to 

the restaurant strip on Meade’s bay, or specific 

restaurants such as blanchards, and sandy beach 

island, which is accessible only by boat.  Ceremonies, 

receptions, sunset cocktails on the beach down the 

stairs from the villa—all is possible.

 Children are catered through the villa’s kids’ club 

expeditions which include treasure hunts and fossil 

collecting.

 everything is anticipated, down to the “bird’s” tech 

manager there on arrival to ensure you’re plugged 

into the villa’s wi-fi. 

 The bird of paradise takes hospitality to the next 

level. Jon and Melody’s care is genuine and constant. 

They attend to every detail, always with a ready gift 

for every visitor, including the most delicious coconut 

cookies, wrapped and festooned with a red ribbon 

and a fluttering bird of paradise card.

 in a world of formulaic five-stars, the “bird” trumps 

the expected.  This is luxury in the Caribbean, the way 

we do not imagine, but of which we dream.M

Tel: 414-791-9461 (mobile) – Melody/Jon

E-mail: AnguillaBird@yahoo.com

Website: www.anguillabird.com

lefT above  exterior living 

area with fireplace

far lefT  Kitchen

lefT  Children dancing 

at wedding held at 

the bird of paradise

above  hilltop deck 

with dominoes table 

and hammock

in a world of forMulaiC five-sTars, The “bird” TruMps The eXpeCTed.  

This is luXury in The Caribbean, The way we do noT iMaGine, 

buT of whiCh we dreaM
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